
St Bartholomew’s Haslemere

Faculty application for restoring and displaying Flemish Glass panels.

History

The eight panels of glass are of 17th century Flemish origin – probably of the first half of that century. They 
depict the four gospel writers; the Nativity and the Conversion of Saul; the Garden of Eden and Noah’s Ark.

Scripture panels of this kind were not made for an ecclesiastical purpose but for use in the home and became 
popular in the Low Countries and Germany from the 16th to the 18th centuries. In this country the glass was 
supplied by agents selling through auction houses and were fashionable in England in the 1750’s and 1760’s.

Our panels were acquired by Mr Thomas Sanderson of Kent for his own home in the mid-18th century. Mr 
Sanderson married Mary Shudd of The Lodge, Haslemere (now the 
Haslemere Museum), bringing his glass panels with him to Haslemere on 
his marriage. Following his death in 1780 (and that of his wife in 1779) 
the glass was inherited by his daughter Mary Ann and given to St 
Bartholomew’s on or shortly after her marriage in 1797 to the Rev 
Robert Price. 

Two of the panels (The Garden of Eden and Noah’s Ark) have perspective 
‘frames’. Originally all the panels had perspective frames except those of 
the four evangelists whose frames were oval They were arranged to form 
the East window of the church. The glass was first recorded in The 
Gentleman’s Magazine in 1801 and by Manning and Bray in 1804.  The 
glass was also recorded in water-colour by the artist E. Hassell. 

In 1870 following the rebuilding of the church, The Garden of Eden and 
Noah’s Ark panels were positioned in the Bell Tower and the remaining 
panels (without their frames) in the West window. The frames were 
replaced with red glass borders. 

In these windows the glass was too exposed to the 
elements causing cracking and discolouration. They were 
taken down by Jonathan Leckie for restoration but it has 
taken until now for the PCC to decide how to proceed.

Here are images of the panels as they were in the West 
windows. On the right, the window in the North Aisle, on 
the left the window in the Bell Tower. Note that the panels 
are all roughly the same size (11” x 8.5”) but the two that 
were in the Bell Tower look bigger because of their 
‘frames’.

The PCC is reluctant to put the 
restored panels back in the West 
windows as these windows are high 
(the window glass starts 2.4m above 
floor level) and the detail of the panels 
will thus not be visible. 

The DAC raised a number of concerns 
about our original proposals which we 
have considered carefully before 
developing our new proposals.  

From Hassell’s watercolour of 1828

Curious arrangement of the 
panels in the West Window



The current situation at the West end

Jonathan Leckie took out the Flemish Glass panels and restored 
the plain glass in the windows. The Flemish Glass is currently 
stored in the loft of the church hall.

We would like to dispose of the table and triptych as they are 
not of value (the triptych is just prints) but they could be 
located on the south side of this chapel if the DAC insists they 
are retained.

There is a pew on the North wall which was given in 
memory of  Anne Bridger in 1931. The Bridger family 
were prominent in Haslemere and for very many years 
ran the Town Band (originally called Bridger’s Band. 
Thdere is also a memorial to Turner Bridger on the wall 
above the pew.  We wish to keep this pew but trim the 
end to accommodate the new frame. It has a low seat 
as this chapel was originally a ‘children’s chapel’.

There is also a step on the North wall of the chapel going 
into a storage cupboard.

Unsightly heating pipes are also visible.

The wall is made of tombstones recovered 
when the church was re-built by the 
Victorians in 1870.  The writing is no 
longer visible



The Proposal

Our proposal is to position the Flemish Glass 
panels in panelling along the West wall. The 
design of the panelling and position of the glass 
reflect the lines of the windows above and make it 
look part of an overall plan. 

The glass (particularly the six smaller panels) will 
require additional framing to fit the space better.  
Such an addition is in keeping with previous 
alterations to adapt the panels to fit the available 
space. The framing will also allow the panels to be 
the same size for positioning in the panelling.

The glass panels will be encased front and back in 
clear toughened glass and the doors will be 
lockable.

The panelling will be made of oak to match other 
panelling in the church. It will be wide enough 
from the wall (3” to 4”) to hide the pipes and 
accommodate the LED light controllers.

The pew end will need to be trimmed back to 
accommodate the vertical post on the North side.

The glass will be illuminated by adjustable LED 
panels.

We will ask the cabinet maker to conceal the 
remaining pipes to match the back wall.

A 3D impression of the panelling is attached in the 
document entitled ‘St Bartholomew Flemish Glass 
Proposal’.

North sideSouth side

Panels hinged to allow 
maintenance access to 
Light controllers



Costs

There are three cost components to the proposal:

1. Restoring the glass panels and protecting them in a toughened glass ‘sandwich’. 
There will be five such panels. 

2. Building the panelling to house the glass

3. Installing five LED light panels to go behind the glass

Total approximately £20,000 which has been promised by the Friends of the Parish

Quotes

£10,700

  £6,450

  £2,750

Glass Restoration

The final two pages of this paper show the work to be done to restore the glass.

For the glass restoration we are proposing to use Park Glass Studios of Doncaster. Examples of their work can 
be seen at https://www.tatra-glass.co.uk/case-studies/park-glass-studio/ 

Their quotation and examples of their work are in the file ‘Park Glass quote and examples.pdf’

Building the Panelling

For the panelling we propose to use Antony Allinson Furniture. He has done work for the PCC in the past 
including making a moveable trolley out of redundant pews.
07773 033918
www.allinsonfurniture.co.uk
www.facebook.com/AllinsonFurniture

His quotation is in the file ‘Panelling and Lighting quotations.pdf’

LED Lighting Panels
For the LED lighting panels we propose to use CES Engineers.

Their quotation is also in the file ‘Panelling and Lighting quotations.pdf’

https://www.tatra-glass.co.uk/case-studies/park-glass-studio/
http://www.allinsonfurniture.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/AllinsonFurniture


DAC Concerns

1. The greatest concern was about the concept of displaying these panels in an artificial light box.
We are now using panelling to display the glass which will look more natural. We have also visited All Saints 
Church, Banstead, to look at their light box. We saw that the light source can be adjusted from Daylight to 
Warm White and are satisfied that its appearance will be very pleasing. Regardless of what is happening 
outside, we can display the panels to their individual best advantage using five different controllers

2. How will the glass aid the devotion of the faithful? How will they be interpreted for visitors? 
The chapel is a multi-user space and often used by children’s groups and services. We see these Heritage 
panels as interesting in their own right as well a teaching aid for children and telling many of the Bible stories. 
We also plan to put up on the South wall of the chapel an A3 framed guide to the panels.  We have an Arts 
Society Children’s Trail developed for the church, which can be updated to take visitors to see the glass as 
part of the tour.

3. Is there a danger that they will add to a sense of the building being cluttered? 
Our panelling proposal will fit in with other panelling in the church and look as if it is part of a thought-
through plan. It is only 3 or 4  inches deep so will not take up any floor space. What does add to the clutter is 
the triptych already on the West wall. It isof poor quality and serves no useful purpose. We would like the 
DAC’s approval to dispose of it.

4. why has the particular space identified been chosen as the appropriate location? 
We consider that this is an ideal location for the glass to be displayed in what is otherwise a ‘dead’ corner. 
Being able to see them close up is a further advantage. For example, the wording on Saul’s panel is written 
backwards - so that only God can see it

5. they were designed to be part of a window - will they not look slightly out of place in a light-box? 
Our revised proposals will make the panels look part of the fabric. They were not designed to look part of a 
remote church window

6. whilst I appreciate that the window above the chosen location is too high for the panels to be viewed 
properly, is there any other window in the church that might house them at a more appropriate height? 

Every other window in the church is complete with Stained Glass

7. how do they fit into the priorities of the PCC in terms of their church development plan? Whilst I recognise 
that this work will be a gift from the Friends of the church, can the project be well justified against other 
demands that the building might have against the resources of the church?

The Flemish Glass is part of the history of our church and we believe it would be quite wrong to bury the glass 
away. This is the best and most appropriate way we can think of to honour this part of our heritage. The 
panels add to the attraction of our church as a place of beauty and interest, and they help to tell the bible 
story to both young and old.



Sts. Matthaeus (St Matthew)
Proposed restoration details (panel size: 270mm H x 220mm W)
Gently carry out cleaning of the glass surface paying special attention to 
the pigment surface and pitted areas. Reassemble panel, cleaning and 
edge bonding the edges of the 17-18 fractured sections using polymer 
resins or CAF 3 silicon and possibly filigree copper foiling as necessary. 
Create moulds of restored panel and create bespoke clear plate sections 
to fit to the front and back of the panel, conforming closely to original 
glass.

[Note that the grills in these pictures are not part of the glass]

Sts. Marcus (St Mark)  
Proposed restoration details 
(panel size: 272mm H x 216mm 
W)
Gently carry out specialist cleaning of the glass surface paying 
special attention to the pigment surface and pitted areas. Care-
fully reassemble panel sections, cleaning and edge bonding the 
edges of the 21 fractured sections using polymer resins or CAF 3 
silicon and possibly filigree copper foiling as necessary. One or 
two small glass fragments are missing, replace with new sympa-
thetic sections. Create moulds of 
restored panel and create be-
spoke clear plate sections to fit to 
the front and back of the panel, 
conforming closely to original 

glass.

Sts. Lucas (St Luke)
Proposed restoration details (panel size: 276mm H x 216mm W)
Gently carry out cleaning of the glass surface paying special attention to 
the pigment surface and pitted areas. Reassemble panel, cleaning and 
edge bonding the edges of the 16 fractured sections using polymer resins 
or CAF 3 silicon and possibly filigree copper foiling as necessary. Create 
moulds of restored panel and create bespoke clear plate sections to fit to 

the front and back of the panel, 
conforming closely to original 
glass.

Sts, Ioannes (St John)
Proposed restoration details (panel size: 306mm H x 220mm W)
Gently carry out cleaning of the glass surface paying special attention to 
the pigment surface and pitted areas. Reassemble panel, cleaning and 
edge bonding the 8 fractured sections (covered by 6 lead straps), using 
polymer resins or CAF 3 silicon and possibly filigree copper foiling if nec-
essary. Create moulds of restored panel and create bespoke clear plate 
sections to fit to the front and back of the panel, conforming closely to 
original glass. Possible removal of face leads. Remove 5 face lead straps.



St Paul (Saul)
Proposed restoration details (panel size: 306mm H x 221mm W)
Gently carry out cleaning of the glass surface paying special attention to the pigment surface 
and pitted areas. Reassemble panel, cleaning and edge bonding the edges of the 10 frac-
tured sections using polymer resins or CAF 3 silicon and possibly filigree copper as neces-
sary. Create moulds of restored panel and create bespoke clear plate sections to fit to the 
front and back of the panel, conforming closely to original glass. Reverse panel as painted 
surface should be facing the interior. A small glass fragment is missing, replace with new 

sympathetic section.

Nativity Scene
Proposed restoration details (panel size: 306mm H x 
220mm W)
Gently cany out cleaning of the glass surface paying spe-
cial attention to the pigment surface and pitted areas. Re-
assemble panel, cleaning and edge bonding in at least 12 fractures (some covered by 
5-6 lead straps) in sections using polymer resins or CAF 3 silicon and possibly filigree 
copper foiling if necessary. Create moulds of restored panel and create bespoke clear 
plate sections (note: no original plat-
ing) to fit to the front and back of the 
panel, conforming closely to original 
glass. Remove face lead straps.

Adam and Eve|
Proposed restoration details (panel 

size: 307mm H x 218mm W)
Gently carry out cleaning of the glass surface as far as is possible paying 
special attention to the pigment surface and pitted areas. There are signs 
of extensive use of polymer resins which appear to bond the original 
glass to the protective base plate. Clean carefully original glass and plat-
ing faces if possible. Disassemble and reassemble panel, Edge bondl7 
fractured sections if possible, using polymer resins or CAF 3 silicon and 
possibly filigree copper foiling if necessary. Create moulds of restored 
panel and create bespoke clear plate sections to fit to the front and back 
of the panel, conforming closely to original glass. Replacement of small 
glass fragment with new sympathetic section. 

Noah’s Ark
Proposed restoration details (panel size: 330mm H x 216mmW)
Gently carry out cleaning of the glass surface as far as is possible paying 
special attention to the pigment surface and pitted areas. There are signs 
of extensive use of polymer resins which appear to bond the original 
glass to the protective base plate. Clean carefully original glass and plat-
ing faces if possible. Disassemble and reassemble panel, Edge bond 14 
fractured sections if possible, using polymer resins or CAF 3 silicon and 
possibly filigree copper foiling if necessary. Create moulds of restored 
panel and create bespoke clear plate sections to fit to the front and back 
of the panel, conforming closely to original glass.

Adam and Eve /Noah’s Ark surrounds
Gently carry out cleaning of the glass surface as far as is possible paying 
special attention to the pigment surface and pitted areas. There are signs 
of extensive use of polymer resins which appeal’ to bond the original 
glass to the protective base plate. Clean carefully original glass and plat-
ing faces if possible. Disassemble and reassemble panel. Create moulds of 
22 (top) 21 (bottom) sections#, and create bespoke clear plate sections to 
fit to the front of the panel, conforming closely to original glass.


